Abstract: An overview of current debates and contemporary research devoted to the modeling of decision making processes and their facilitation directs attention to the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). At the core of the AHP are various prioritization procedures (PPs) and consistency measures (CMs) for a Pairwise Comparison Matrix (PCM) which, in a sense, reflects preferences of decision makers. Certainly, when judgments about these preferences are perfectly consistent (cardinally transitive), all PPs coincide and the quality of the priority ratios (PRs) estimation is exemplary. However, human judgments are very rarely consistent, thus the quality of PRs estimation may significantly vary. The scale of these variations depends on the applied PP and utilized CM for a PCM. This is why it is important to find out which PPs and which CMs for a PCM lead directly to an improvement of the PRs estimation accuracy. The main goal of this research is realized through the properly designed, coded and executed seminal and sophisticated simulation algorithms in Wolfram Mathematica 8.0. These research results convince that the embedded in the AHP and commonly applied, both genuine PP and CM for PCM may significantly deteriorate the quality of PRs estimation; however, solutions proposed in this paper can significantly improve the methodology.
Introduction
It is agreed that the world is a complex system of interacting elements. It is obvious that human minds have not yet evolved to the point where they can clearly perceive relationships of this global system and solve crucial issues associated with them. In order to deal with complex and fuzzy social, economic, and political issues, people must be supported and guided on their way to order priorities, to agree that one goal out-weighs another from a perspective of certain established criterion, to make tradeoffs in order to be able to serve the greatest common interest (Caballero, Romero & Ruiz 2016; García-Melón et al. 2016) .
Obviously, intuition cannot be trusted, although many commonly do so, attempting to devise solutions for complex problems which demand reliable answers. Overwhelming scientific evidence indicates that the unaided human brain is simply not capable of simultaneous analysis of many different competing factors and then synthesizing the results for the purpose of rational decision. It is presumably the principal reason why scientists continuously deal with explanations and modeling of decisional problems in a way to make them widely comprehendible. That is why many supportive methodologies have been elaborated in order to make the decision making process easier, more credible and sometimes even possible. Indeed, numerous psychological experiments (Martin 1973) , 
Mathematics behind the Analytic Hierarchy Process
The conventional procedure of priority ranking in AHP is grounded on the welldefined mathematical structure of consistent matrices and their associated righteigenvector's ability to generate true or approximate weights.
The German mathematician, Oscar Perron, proved in 1907 that, if A=(a ij ), a ij >0, where i, j=1,…, n, then A has a simple positive eigenvalue λ max called the principal eigenvalue of A and λ max >|λ k | for the remaining eigenvalues of A. Furthermore, the principal eigenvector w=[w 1 ,…, w n ]
T that is a solution of Aw=λ max w has w i >0, i=1,…, n. Thus, the conventional concept of AHP can be presented as follows:
(1)
If the relative weights of a set of activities are known, they can be expressed as a Pairwise Comparison Matrix (PCM) as shown above A(w). Now, knowing A(w) but not w (vector of priority ratios), Perron's theorem can be applied to solve this problem for w. The solution leads to n unique values for λ, with an associated vector w for each of the n values.
PCMs in the AHP reflect relative weights of considered activities (criteria, scenarios, players, alternatives, etc.), so the matrix A(w) has a special form. Each subsequent row of that matrix is a constant multiple of its first row. In this case a matrix A(w) has only one non-zero eigenvalue, and since the sum of the eigenvalues of a positive matrix is equal to the sum of its diagonal elements, the only non-zero eigenvalue in such a case equals the size of the matrix and can be denoted as λ max = n.
The norm of the vector w can be written as ||w||=e T w where: e=[1, 1,…, 1] T and w can be normalized by dividing it by its norm. For uniqueness, w is referred to in its normalized form. Certainly, in real life situations when AHP is utilized, there is not an A(w) which would reflect weights given by the vector of priority ratios. As was stated earlier, the human mind is not a reliable measurement device. Assignments such as, 'Compareapplying a given ratio scale -your feelings concerning alternative 1 versus alternative 2', do not produce accurate outcomes. Thus, A(w) is not established but only its estimate A(x) containing intuitive judgments, more or less close to A(w) in accordance with experience, skills, specific knowledge, personal taste and even temporary mood or overall disposition. In such case, consistency property does not hold and the relation between elements of A(x) and A(w) can be expressed as follows:
(2) where e ij is a perturbation factor fluctuating near unity. In the statistical approach e ij reflects a realization of a random variable with a given probability distribution. It has been shown that for any matrix, small perturbations in the entries imply similar perturbations in the eigenvalues, that is why in order to estimate the true priority vector w, conventional AHP utilizes Perron's theorem. The solution of the matrix equation Aw=λ max w, gives us w as the Right Principal Eigenvector (REV) associated with λ max .
In practice the REV solution is obtained by raising the matrix A(x) to a sufficiently large power, then the rows of A(x) are summed and the resulting vector is normalized in order to receive w. This concept can be also delivered in the form of the following formula: 
Description of the first problem
It has been promoted that the REV prioritization procedure (PP) is necessary and sufficient to uniquely establish the ratio scale rank order inherent in inconsistent pairwise comparison judgments (Saaty & Hu 1998) . However, there are alternative PPs devised to cope with this problem. Many of them are optimization based and seek a vector w, as a solution of the minimization problem given by the formula:
subject to some assigned constraints such as, for example, positive coefficients and normalization condition. Because the distance function D measures an interval between matrices A(x) and A(w), different ways of its definition lead to various prioritization concepts and prioritization results. As an example, Choo et al. (2004) describes and compares eighteen estimation procedures for ranking purposes although some authors suggest there are only fifteen that are different. Furthermore, since the publication of the above article, a few additional procedures have been introduced to the literature, see for example: Grzybowski (2012) . Certainly, when the PCM is consistent, all known procedures coincide. However, in real life situations, as was discussed earlier, human judgments produce inconsistent PCMs. The inconsistency is a natural consequence of human brain dynamics described earlier and also a consequence of the questioning methodology, mistaken entering of judgment values, and scaling procedure (i.e. rounding errors). It seems crucial to emphasize here that usually even perfectly consistent PCMs, only because of rounding errors are not error-free. It can be illustrated on the basis of the following hypothetic example.
The genuine priority vector: w=[7/20, 1/4, 1/4, 3/20] is considered and derived from it, A(w) which can be presented as follows: 1 1 1
It may be noticed that the above PCM is perfectly consistent, so this construct seems to be exemplary. However, the hypothetic DM, despite best intentions, is burdened with inescapable estimation errors. In the above situation the priority vector (PV) derived from A(x) by any PP, provides the following priority ratios (PRs): x=[2/7, 2/7, 2/7, 1/7] which are not equal to those considered exemplary: w=[7/20, 1/4, 1/4, 3/20] . Obviously, the deviation between those PVs can also be expressed by their Mean Absolute Error (MAE), for instance, established by the following formula:
where n is the number of elements within the particular PV. Noticeably, in the above example, MAE equals 1/28. From that perspective, Saaty & Hu's (1998) declaration articulating that the REV is the only valid PP for deriving the PV from a PCM, particularly when the PCM is inconsistent seems at least questionable. However, they provide an example of a situation where variability in ranks does not occur for each individual judgment matrix, it occurs in the overall ranking of the final alternatives due to the application of different PPs and the multi-criteria process itself. They argue that only the REV possesses a sound mathematical background directly dealing with the question of inconsistency. Furthermore, as they state, only the REV captures the rank order inherent in the inconsistent data in a unique manner. It appears to be time to verify the credibility of these statements utilizing the Monte Carlo simulations.
For that purpose, apart from the REV, four different PPs have been arbitrarily selected ranked as the best within AHP methodology (Kazibudzki & Grzybowski 2013; Lin 2007; Choo & Wedley 2004 The first problem study
The objective of this chapter is to verify the above statement i.e. the REV is the only valid method for deriving the PV from a PCM, particularly when the matrix is inconsistent.
Taking into account the exemplary study of Saaty & Hu (1998) , it seems that the best way to analyze the problem is to examine whether different PPs are really inferior in the estimation of true PVs whose intent is accurate estimation. From that perspective, only computer simulations can illuminate the question, for it is possible to elaborate an algorithm which enables simulation of different kinds of errors which may occur during the process of judgment, and enables assessment which one from the selected PPs delivers better estimates (from a given perspective) of the genuine PV.
Thus, the following simulation algorithm was constructed. Assuming that the decisional problem can be presented in the form of a three level hierarchy (goal, criteria and alternatives -see Figure 1 ). In order to emulate the problem presented in Saaty & Hu (1998) , the hypothetical hierarchy is also designed as a four criteria and four alternatives structure i.e. n=4 and m=4. In agreement with these assumptions, it is possible to elaborate and execute the simulation algorithm SA|1| comprising of the following steps:
Step 7. On the basis of all perturbed A n (a) denoted as A n (a)* and perturbed K(k) denoted as K(k)* compute their respective priorities vectors a n * and k* with application of assigned estimation procedure (EP), i.e.: REV, LUA, SRDM, LLSM, and SNCS.
Step 8. Compute a total priority vectors w*(EP) of the size [m x 1] applying the following procedure:
Step 9. Calculate Spearman rank correlation coefficients -SRC γ,χ (w*(EP),w) between all w*(EP) and w, as well designated estimation precision characteristics, i.e.: mean relative errors: Step 10. Repeat Steps 4 to 9, χ times, where χ denotes a size of the sample
Step 11. Repeat Steps 1 to 9, γ times, where γ denotes a number of considered AHP models
Step 12. Return arithmetic average values of all SRC γ,χ (w*(EP),w), RE γ,χ (w*(EP),w), and RR γ,χ (w*(EP),w) computed during all runs in Steps: 10 and 11, i.e.:
where: MSRC(w*(EP),w), MRE(w*(EP),w) and MRR(w*(EP),w) denotes: mean Spearman rank correlation coefficient, average mean relative error and average mean relative ratio, respectively.
In the first experiment, the probability distribution π attributed in Step 4 to the perturbation factor e is selected arbitrarily to be the gamma or uniform distribution. These are two of the distribution types most frequently considered in literature for various implementation purposes (Grzybowski 2016) . Usually recommended are such types as: gamma, log-normal, truncated normal, or uniform. Apart from these most popular π, one 10/30 can find applications of the Couchy, Laplace, or either triangle and beta probability distributions (see e.g. Dijkstra 2013 ).
The first simulation scenario also assumes that the perturbation factor e will be drawn from the interval e∈ [0.01; 1.99] . Noticeably, in each case hereafter, the parameters of different probability distributions applied are set in such a way that the expected value of e in each particular simulation scenario EV(e)=1. It seems a very reasonable assumption, because although human judgments are not accurate, they undeniably aim perfect ones.
Furthermore, the number of alternatives and criteria in a single AHP model will be assigned randomly. By 'randomly' -without any other explicit specification -hereafter defined as a process operating under uniform distribution. All simulation scenarios also assume application of the rounding procedure which always operates according to the geometric scale described earlier in this paper.
Finally, the first scenario also takes into account the obligatory assumption in conventional AHP applications i.e. the PCM reciprocity condition. In such cases, only judgments from the upper triangle of a given PCM are taken into account and those from the lower triangle are replaced by the inverses of the former.
The outcomes i.e. mean characteristics for 30,000 cases (χ=15 and γ=2000) of the first simulation scenario are presented in Table 2 . It may be noticed from Table 2 , that the REV can be undeniably classified as the worst PP from the perspective of PRs derived from ranks established on the basis of three different prioritization quality measures i.e. MRE, MSRC, and MRR. The best two PPs from the viewpoint of this classification are LLSM, known also as Geometric Mean Procedure (GM), and LUA. Certainly, the first scenario experiment was designed only to contrast the results presented by Saaty & Hu (1998) . It is the intention to establish wider and more fundamental relationships among the presented PPs. The second simulation scenario was designed to encompass new assumptions not yet taken into account in the literature. First of all, taken into consideration were results obtained not only on the basis of reciprocal PCM, but also the simulation outcomes of nonreciprocal PCM. Secondly, it was decided to implement into simulations new intervals for random errors and apply their new probability distribution. As is known, many simulation analyses presented in literature assume very non symmetric intervals for a perturbation factor (considering its influence on the particular element of PCM). For example consider the interval for perturbation factor applied in the first simulation scenario i.e. e∈ [0.01;1.99] . Under this assumption, it becomes apparent that if some entry of PCM is modified in plus by the perturbation factor from that particular interval, it is multiplied maximal by the number 1.99, so if the original entry is 3, the modified value will be around 6. However, if some entry of PCM is modified in minus by the perturbation factor from that particular interval, it may result that some entry will be multiplied by the number 0.01, so in fact the entry will be divided by 100. Thus, in the situation where the original entry is 9, the modified value will be 0.09, which can be rounded to 1/9 on the Saaty's scale. It may be noticed that this modification practically reverses the preference of DM from e.g. extremely preferred A over B, to extremely preferred B over A (applying the Saaty scale).
It is obvious that this very common assumption is imposed by another very crucial and logical assumption which states that the expected value of e in every particular simulation scenario should equal one i.e. EV(e)=1. It is quite easy to fulfill that requirement on the basis of an asymmetric interval for the perturbation factor (from the perspective of its influence on a particular element of PCM). However, it is rather a challenge to have this assumption implemented with a symmetric interval for the perturbation factor. That is why commonly applied simulation scenarios minimize the range for the perturbation factor in order to achieve at least the delusion of symmetry for e∈ [0.5;1.5] . Nevertheless, that objective has been attained with the present research, yet to be achieved by other researchers. Presently it seems reasonable to apply symmetric intervals to simulations for the perturbation factor because they better reflect true life situations. Thus, different kinds of probability distributions (PDs) were experimented with and it was discovered that Fisher-Snedecor PD possesses the feature that can be useful in the present analysis. It occurs that for n 1 =14 and n 2 =40 degrees of freedom for one thousand randomly generated numbers on the basis of this PD, their mean equals 1.03617, so it is very close to unity, and these numbers fluctuate from 0.174526 to 5.57826. So, with these assumptions, we have e∈ [0.174526; 5.57826] , which gives a very symmetric distribution for the perturbation factor, and EV(e)≈1. The results of prioritization quality for different selected PPs and assumed prioritization quality measures i.e. MSRC, MRE, and MRR obtained on the basis of described earlier simulation scenario, are presented in Table 3 .
As can be noticed, the REV again is not the dominant PP from the perspective of all simulation scenarios under prescribed frameworks (it takes third place in the total classification order). Certainly, apparent differences in the PV estimation quality in relation to the selected PP are noticeable for nonreciprocal PCMs.
Then, the LUA and SRDM or LLSM dominate over the rest of the selected PPs, especially from the perspective of rank correlations which are the crucial issue from the viewpoint of rank preservation phenomena. These issues will be treated in the section entitled 'Breakthroughs and milestones of this research'. Note: (*) AHP models drawn randomly (uniformly) for assigned set of criteria and alternatives. The scenario assumes application of both: perturbation factor drawn with F-Snedecor probability for n 1 =14 and n 2 =40 degrees of freedom, and rounding errors associated with a given scale (geometric or Saaty's). It assumes calculation of performance measures either for reciprocal PCMs (FRPCM) or nonreciprocal PCMs (APCM).
Description of the second problem
In the previous two sections of this research, it was determined that the quality of PV estimation depends on the selected PP. This section will focus on the other facet of the problem i.e. how the quality of PV estimation depends on the type of PCM Consistency Measure (PCM-CM) engaged in the prioritization process. The difference between the meaning of consistency of a given PCM and the particular PCM-CM is intentionally stressed at this point. Indeed, there are several PCM-CMs provided in the literature called consistency indices (CIs), nevertheless the scientific meaning of PCM consistency is given by the definition (Definition 3).
The most popular and certainly less intuitive is the PCM-CM proposed by Saaty. He proposed his PCM-CM on the basis of his PP which involves eigenvectors and eigenvalues calculations. Thus, the indication of the fact that for the consistent PCM its λ max = n, for the purpose of PCM consistency measurement, Saaty proposes his CI be determined by the following formula:
where n indicates the number of alternatives within the particular PCM. The significant disadvantage of this PCM-CM is the fact it can operate exclusively with reciprocal PCMs. In the case of nonreciprocal PCMs, this measure is useless (its values are meaningless) which in consequence seriously diminishes the value of the whole Saaty approach (Linares et al. 2014 ). However, as mentioned earlier, there are a number of additional PCM-CMs. Some of them, as in the case of CI REV , originate from the PPs devised for the purpose of the PV estimation process. Their distinct feature is the fact that all of them can operate equally efficiently in conditions where reciprocal and nonreciprocal PCMs are accepted. A number of them, selected on the basis of their popularity (but not only) and up-to-date nature (Kazibudzki 2016b) are presented in Table 4 .
Noticeably, there are few propositions of PCM-CMs which are not connected with any PP and are devised on the basis of the PCM consistency definition (Definition 3). Koczkodaj's (1993) idea is the first to be considered. His PCM-CM is grounded on his concept of triad consistency. The notion of a triad: 
In consequence, either of the equations 1-β/αχ=0 and 1-αχ/β=0 have to be true. Taking the above into consideration, Koczkodaj proposed his measure for triad inconsistency by the following formula:
Following his idea, he then proposed the following CM of any reciprocal PCM:
where the maximum value of TI(α,β,χ) is taken from the set of all possible triads in the upper triangle of a given PCM.
On the basis of Koczkodaj's idea of triad inconsistency, Grzybowski (2016) presented his PCM consistency measure determined by the following formula:
Finally, following the idea, that ln(αχ/β) = minus ln(β/αχ), Kazibudzki (2016a) redefined triad inconsistency and proposed: -two formulae for its measurement -
-and one meaningful formula for PCM-CM -
which can be calculated on the basis of triads from the upper triangle of the given PCM when it is reciprocal, or all triads within the given PCM when it is nonreciprocal.
The second problem study
This section begins with the fundamental question which should encourage all researchers who deal with the problem of PR estimation quality to seek appropriate PCM consistency measurement. The question asks: Does a growth of the PCM consistency directly lead to the betterment of the priority vector estimation quality?
Apparently, the answer to this question seems to be affirmative. Commonly, this is the reason why one strives to keep the consistency of the PCM at the highest possible level. However, is it a good idea to use universally recognized PCM-CMs for this purpose? To answer this question a preliminary analysis of the example provided and examined in the section entitled 'Description of the first problem' can be initiated.
Thus, the genuine PV is reconsidered, w=[7/20, 1/4, 1/4, 3/20] and A(w) derived from that PV can be presented as follows:
Now considering two PCMs i.e. R(x) and A(x) produced by a hypothetical DM, whose judgments are rounded to Saaty's scale -DM is very trustworthy and is able to express judgments very precisely. In the first scenario, entries of A(w) are rounded to Saaty's scale and the entries are made reciprocal (a principal condition for a PCM in the AHP) producing:
In the second scenario only entries of A(w) are rounded to Saaty's scale (nonreciprocal case)producing:
It should be noted that R(x) is perfectly consistent and A(x) is not. Tables 5 and 6 present selected values of the PPs related PCM-CMs (that is CI REV , CI LUA , and CI LLSM ) for R(x) and A(x) together with PVs derived from R(x) and A(x); Mean Absolute Errors (MAEs) [Formula (18)], among w*(PP) and the genuine w for the case; Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients (SRCs) among w*(PP) and the genuine w for the case. Tables 5 and 6 . The nonreciprocal version of the analyzed PCM contains non-zero values for the selected PCM-CMs. In cases similar to this example, the value of Saaty's PCM-CM always becomes negative which makes it inexplicable and in consequence useless under such circumstances (as already mentioned earlier). The other two measures are positive and higher than zero which indicates that the particular PCM is not consistent. On the basis of the same indicators in the case of the reciprocal version of the analyzed PCM, its perfect consistency is apparent because all selected PCM-CMs in this case are equal to zero. However, the estimation precision measures (MAE and SRC) i.e. characteristics of the particular PV estimation quality, indicate something quite opposite. Surprisingly, apparent are smaller values of MAEs and perfect correlation of ranks between estimated and genuine PV for nonreciprocal version of the analyzed PCM. Certainly, this conclusion concerns all analyzed PPs and it is very true in the situation when the particular PCM is apparently less consistent (on the basis of selected exemplary PCMCMs).
It has been suggested that these discoveries inevitably lead to the conclusion that the time has just come to revise the common yet erroneous approach to the PCM consistency measurement which can be described as … the lower PCM-CM, the better PR estimation quality.
Therefore, it becomes apparent that there are actually three significantly different consistency notions: (1) the consistency of PCM stated by Definition 3, and reflected by a value of the specific CM which in its way denotes a deviation of the analyzed PCM from its fully consistent counterpart; (2) the consistency of DM i.e. their reliability from the viewpoint of their expertise, measured by a comparison of DM judgments reflected by the particular PCM with judgments made more or less randomly; and (3) the PCM consistency stated by Definition 3 and reflected by a value of the specific CM which denotes the particular PCM applicability for PRs derivation in the way that minimizes estimation errors.
The third notion is of particular interest from the perspective of the Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) quality. The key concept of the issue was first presented by Grzybowski (2016) and enhanced by Kazibudzki (2016a) . It was decided to examine the phenomenon described therein and further develop it to improve the quality of MCDM. The simulation framework for this purpose was adopted from Kazibudzki (2016a) as the only way to examine said phenomena through computer simulations. The simulation algorithm SA|2| thus comprises of the following phases: Phase 6 After all replacements are done, return the value of the examined index as well as the estimate of the vector w denoted as w*(PP) with application of assigned prioritization procedure (PP). Then return the mean absolute error MAE between w and w*(PP). Remember values computed in this phase as one record.
Phase 7 Repeat
Phases from 2 to 6 N n times.
Phase 8 Repeat Phases from 1 to 7 N m times.
Phase 9
Return all records to one database file.
Once again, all parameters of the applied PDs -gamma, log-normal, truncated normal, and uniform -in the above simulation framework are set as previously in such a way that the expected value EV(e ij )=1.
The simulation begins from n=4, because simulations for n=3 are not interesting due to direct interrelation of considered PCM consistency measures (Bozóki & Rapcsak 2008 , Dijkstra 2013 . For the sake of objectivity, the simulation data is gathered in the following way: all values of selected consistency measures are split into 15 separate sets designated by the quantiles Q of order p from 1/15 to 14/15. The 15 intervals are defined as: the first is from 0 to the quantile of order 1/15 i.e. VRCM 1 =[0, Q 1/15 ), where VRCM represents a Value Range of the Selected PCM Consistency Measure; the second denotes VRCM 2 =[Q 1/15 , Q 2/15 ), and so on… to the last one which starts from the quantile of order 14/15 and goes on to infinity i.e. VRCM 15 =[ Q 14/15 , ∞). The following variables are examined: Mean VRCM n , average MAE within VRCM n between w and w*(PP), MAE quantiles of the following orders, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.9, 0.95, and relations between all of them. In the preliminary simulation program, it was decided that PP=LLSM. The application of the rounding procedure was also assumed which in this preliminary research operates according to Saaty's scale.
Lastly, the scenario takes into account the compulsory assumption in conventional AHP applications i.e. the PCM reciprocity condition. The results are based on N n =20, and N m =500, i.e. 10,000 cases.
In the case of a good PCM-CM, one could assume that MAE quantiles of any order should monotonically grow concurrently with the growth of the selected PCM-CM e.g. VRCM index. The same relation should occur for Mean VRCM n and average MAE for VRCM n . The results of the proposed simulation framework, or any other similar simulation scenario which would contradict such a pertinent relationship would unequivocally lead to the conclusion that the examined PCM-CM does not serve its purpose.
An examination from that point of view is in order, the performance of six PCMCMs selected from among very common or recently proposed ( 
19/30
Noticeably, when the quality of PV in MCDM process of AHP is taken into consideration, the presented relations indicate that the analyzed performance of selected PCM-CMs vary more or less from the target. Indeed, the relations indicate that most of the analyzed indices may even misinform DMs about their judgment applicability for the construct of the PV which best converge with the ideal one i.e. obtained from a fully consistent PCM. As seen similarly in the example provided earlier in this paper (Tab. 5 and 6), taking the particular index as the measure of PCM consistency, one can expect both i.e. the betterment of PRs estimation quality (increase of the estimation accuracy) together with the increase of the particular CI (decrease of PCM consistency); and inversely, the deterioration of PRs estimation quality (decrease of the estimation accuracy) together with the descent of the particular CI (improvement of PCM consistency).
Noticeably, the analyzed PCM-CMs are not selected without a reason as they are commonly applied and/or suggested as good solutions in the process of PV estimation on the basis of inconsistent PCMs (for discussion see also Grzybowski 2016) . This was the motivation to search for a PCM-CM which relation to PV estimation errors, reflected by SRC, would be very close or equal to 1 (the most desirable situation).
Thus, a seminal solution is proposed in this matter. On the basis of triad inconsistency measure
introduced by Kazibudzki (2016a) , the following PCM-CM is submitted:
The proposed PCM-CM is denoted as the Triads Squared Logarithm Corrected Mean and an examination of its performance on the basis of simulation algorithm SA|2| proposed earlier in this paper was carried out. As can be noticed, the proposed CM(LTI 2 ) significantly outperforms the other PCM-CMs analyzed earlier in this paper. It is undeniably a seminal revelation that unquestionably opens a new chapter in MCDM on the basis of AHP -especially because CM(LTI 2 ) is suitable for both reciprocal and nonreciprocal PCM. (Saaty 1990, p. 18 ).
Breakthroughs and milestones of the research

As was said in 1990 by the creator of AHP: … there is a well-known principle in mathematics that is widely practiced, but seldom enunciated with sufficient forcefulness to impress its importance. A necessary condition that a procedure for solving a problem be a good one is that if it produces desired results, and we perturb the variables of the problem in some small sense, it gives us results that are 'close' to the original ones. (…) An extension of this philosophy in problems where order relations between the variables are important is that on small perturbations of the variables, the procedure produces close, order preserving results
The quality of PR estimation in relation to the selected PP
With said notion in mind, an effort was undertaken to verify the statement of followers of the REV, boldly spreading the idea that so long as inconsistency is accepted, the REV is the paramount theoretical basis for deriving a scale and no other concepts qualify.
It is a fact that in order to support some theory, one must verify it through many experiments to validate its reliability. On the other hand one needs only one example showing it does not work in order to abolish its credibility. Thus, numerous examples were provided indicating that the REV concedes with other devised PP to determine ranking of alternatives. However, although data obtained during simulation experiments are unequivocal, they support the above notion only generally. That is why scientific verification of their meaning is carried out on the basis of the statistical hypothesis testing theory (SHTT).
If MSRC PP and MSRC REV respectively are denoted as mean SRC of selected PP and mean SRC of the REV, their difference significance can be tested using "t" statistics defined by the following formula: where R is the difference between particular MSRCs. This statistic has a distribution of t-student with n minus 2 degrees of freedom df, where n equals the size of the sample. The following hypothesis was tested:
In order to conform to the example presented by Saaty & Hu (1998) , the data gathered in Table 2 was considered. The simulation framework of that case is df=29,998. Thus, for assumed levels of significance α=0.01, α=0.02 or α=0.03, the critical values of tstudent statistics equal consecutively t 0.01 = 2.326472, t 0.02 = 2.053838, or t 0.03 = 1.880865.
In the situation when a level of tested t-student statistics is higher than its critical value for the assumed level of significance, the hypothesis H 0 , must be rejected in favor of alternative hypothesis H 1 . In the opposite situation, there are no foundations to reject H 0 . The selected statistics and their values for the problem evaluation are presented in Table 7 .
Clearly, the results of the simulation scenario, designed in accordance with the framework presented in Saaty & Hu (1998) , indicate two PPs which on the basis of SHTT always perform better than the REV, regardless of the preselected PD. It should be emphasized that the performance of selected PPs is examined here from the perspective of rank preservation phenomena which is reflected in our research by the MSRC between genuine and perturbed PV. It should be evident that the above conclusions, unlike any other before, are the effect of sound statistical reasoning (rigorous significance level) based on the seminal approach toward AHP methodology evaluation grounded on precisely planned and performed simulation study. In order to develop the concept further it was decided to expand the simulation program. The results of this endeavor are presented in Table 3 . They should be considered as surprising, especially when one realizes that the PP embedded in the AHP merely takes third place in the overall performance ranking. The ranking takes into account not only MSRC, but MRE and MRR also, the latter never taken into consideration in previous simulation research. The MRR will now be examined to expand its concept and highlight its novelty.
Let's consider a vector k of values to be estimated, k=[3, 3, 3, 3] , and three of its estimates, k 1 =[2, 4, 2, 4], k 2 =[2, 2, 2, 2], k 3 = [4, 4, 4, 4] . It may be noted that the MREs of all the estimates (given by formula (6)) are the same and equal 1/3. However, MRRs of the estimates (given by formula (7)) are not the same and equal respectively, MRR 1 (k,k 1 )=1, MRR 2 (k,k 2 )=2/3, MRR 3 (k,k 3 )=4/3. Obviously, the goal of estimation is both i.e. to minimize MREs and maintain the MRRs close to unity. This prerequisite is of great importance when one deals with PVs i.e. vectors normalized to unity, as in the case of AHP. Certainly, one can encounter the following three estimation scenarios. Obviously, during the PRs estimation process, it is desirable to avoid situations exemplified by the first and second scenario. Noticeably, they both have something in common. Apart from estimation discrepancies they lead to rank reversal of the initial priorities (emphasis added). Turning back to Table 3 , having in mind the imposed simulation scenario, F-Snedecor PD mean value of a perturbation factor EV(e)=1.03617, we can conclude as follows: 1) the applied measures (MRE, MSRC, MRR) reflecting the quality of PR estimation process within the simulation framework are always better for nonreciprocal PCMs in relation to their reciprocal equivalents; 2) the applied measures of the quality of PR estimation within the simulation framework indicate better estimation results for a relatively higher number of alternatives; 3) both MRE and MRR values indicate that the quality of PR estimation within the simulation framework is better when geometric scale is implemented instead of Saaty's scale for preferences expression of DMs (MRR is then more often less than 1.03617 which indicates less risk of rank reversal); 4) and last but not least, the REV procedure IS NOT a dominating procedure during PR estimation in the simulated framework of the AHP.
The quality of PR estimation in relation to the CM of the PCM
Thus far the alterability of prioritization quality in consequence of the application of preselected PP, preference scale and reciprocal or nonreciprocal PCM in the AHP has been dealt with. This chapter endeavors to focus and conclude the findings concerning the alterability of prioritization quality in relation to the applied method of the PCM consistency measurement. Figure 2 demonstrates the basic relation between the distribution of estimation MAEs and values of selected PCM-CMs when LLSM is applied as the PP. The objective was to realize that those measures are not a good indicator of the quality of PR estimation, although the quality of PR estimation should be the core of PCM consistency measurement. Thus, a seminal solution for this problem was introduced i.e. the novel PCM-CM -CM(LTI 2 ) and depicted its performance in relation to the quality of PR estimation (Fig. 3) . As noted, its performance is much better than the PCM-CMs presented earlier (Fig. 2) , independently of the MAEs distribution characteristics applied. Below (Tables 8-9 ), detailed characteristic data is presented for CM(LTI 2 ) for LLSM and LUA as the PPs, and Saaty's scale as the preferred applied scale. Noted, all statistical characteristics of the MAEs distribution in relation to various VRCM i for i=1,…,15 of CM(LTI 2 ) values monotonically grow in both cases. This phenomenon ascertains that the proposed measure of the quality of PR estimation in relation to PCM-CM outperforms other commonly known or recently introduced means of PCM consistency control which were examined during this research. The paramount position of the CM(LTI 2 ) is additionally strengthened by the fact that its performance improves significantly for higher numbers of alternatives without regard to which PP is employed.
It should be noted that all characteristics presented herein are of great importance in MCDM, because one has to consider the potential of rejecting a "good" PCM, and vice versa i.e. the possibility of acceptance a "bad" PCM, as in the classic SHTT. However, for first time in the course of the AHP development history, the possibility of selecting the level of trustworthiness and basing decisions on statistical facts has been demonstrated. For 24/30 instance, considering some hypothetic PCM for n=4, with its CM(LTI 2 )≈0.319702 (Tab. 8), one can expect with 95% certainty that MAE should not exceed the value of 0.1208420. At the same time, one can expect with 95% certainty that it will be higher than 0.0201740. Whether one decide to accept such a PCM or reject it, obviously depends on the quality requirements of PR estimation and the attitude regarding these errors. Indeed, the outcome of the research finally creates the potential for true consistency control in an unprecedented way i.e. directly related to the PR estimation quality.
Consider the following PV as w=[0.345, 0.335, 0.32] of DM preferences for alternatives, A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , respectively. Taking into consideration earlier assumed level of CM(LTI 2 )≈0.319702, the order of alternatives ranks i.e. A 1 =1, A 2 =2, A 3 =3, can be very deceptive, and is rather meaningless. Indeed, in such a situation one can expect with 95% certainty that MAE>0.0201740 which makes one aware that the true rank order of examined preferences may look otherwise, due to estimation errors related to DM inconsistency e. On the other hand, consider PV as w=[0.6, 0.35, 0.05] of DM preferences for alternatives: A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , consecutively, as previously. Again, assuming CM(LTI 2 )≈0.319702, it can be anticipated with 95% certainty that MAE<0.1208420 which insures confidence in the order of alternatives ranks. In order to conserve the length of the paper, but at the same time enable similar analyses concerning different numbers of alternatives the exemplary generalized (results are averaged for geometric scale and Saaty's scale applied fifty-fifty) characteristics of CM(LTI 2 ) performance for n>4, and for selected PP in appendices to this article are provided (Tables: A1-A2) .
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Concluding, this simulation framework a performance of different PCM-CMs in relation to implementation of the most popular PPs, preference scales, and number of alternatives were compared. The research findings can be stated as follows: 1) it is possible to significantly improve the quality of PR estimation when CM(LTI 2 ) is applied as the PCM-CM; 2) LLSM and LUA as the PP, differ insignificantly from the perspective of CM(LTI 2 ) performance, the same concerns other examined PP; 3) when the number of alternatives grows, the performance of examined PCM-CMs improves. The thorough and seminal investigation which significantly upgrades the AHP methodology provides the following answers to these questions: 1) the REV as the PP is not necessary and sufficient for the AHP. Moreover, the research reveals two PP which outperform the REV; 2) the reciprocity of PCM in the AHP is the artificial condition and directly leads to deterioration of the PR estimation quality. 3) the commonly applied PCM-CMs embedded in the AHP, mislead and in consequence often directly lead to deterioration of the PR estimation quality. Proposed: resign from known PCM-CMs embedded in the AHP in favor of CM(LTI 2 ) that can operate both types of PCM i.e. reciprocal and nonreciprocal, withhold the PCM reciprocity requirement from the AHP and consider the replacement of the REV as the PP within the AHP in favor of LUA or LLSM. Certainly, there is a need for further research in the field. Firstly, one should examine the performance of CM(LTI 2 ) when nonreciprocal PCM are applied. Secondly, one may study its performance from the perspective of relative estimation errors, and last but not least, one could evaluate its performance from the perspective of the entire hierarchy as opposed to a single PCM.
Conclusions and further research areas
To recapitulate; in conjunction with other contemporary and seminal research papers e.g. Grzybowski (2016) ; Kazibudzki (2016a Kazibudzki ( , 2016b ; Brunelli, Canal & Fedrizzi (2013) , the results of this scientific research enriches the state of knowledge about the true value of the AHP which is widely recognized as an applicable MCDM support system. Hopefully, the results of this freshly finished authentic examination will improve the quality of human's prospective choices.
Appendices Table A1 -Performance of CM(LTI 2 ) index under the action of LLSM as the PP. Statistical characteristics of the MAEs distribution in relation to various levels of CM(LTI 2 ) within a given VRCM i for i=1,…,15. The results are based on 10,000 perturbed random reciprocal PCMs (geometric and Saaty's scales applied fifty-fifty), and were generated on the basis of SA|2| as the simulation algorithm. The table contains 
